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ABSTRACT  
Images, symbols and meanings are the everyday story narrated before citizens by which the individual 
comprehends the city status. City landscape that presents a variant and frequent change status from 
standpoint to life space to the audience embraces a set of signs. This sign aspect provides the 
possibility of reading and immediate perception for the citizens . In the present day, the Iranian citizen 
(the main addressee of urban landscape) deals with the crisis of perceiving identity signs of urban 
landscapes as a result of modernization and non-native development. This paper tries to analyze urban 
landscapes using semiotics and to scientifically and analytically explain the implied relationship of the 
existing signs with identity in city. The object of such approach is to turn the poetic and sensory 
perceptions into a systematic and analytical form. Thus, the present paper tries to find the answer to 
the questions that what are the contents of the landscapes influenced by landscape elements 
comparing other landscapes for the addressee?  And whether the role of landscape architecture is clear 
in recreating identity and life signs in the present urban life? Because of the breadth of the subject, 
cases of micro-scale urban landscapes are selected.   
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1.INTRODUCTION  
Human being is historically involved with landscape as a perspective of an ideal environment to live, 
watch and presence in term of environment. Integration of the aforementioned definition of landscape 
with urban environment causes landscape architecture finding a new role in creating urban 
environments as the intermediary of making nice and exquisite landscape. The new role is introduced 
by the terms such as ‘Urbanism Landscape’ in academic and professional communities. According to 
this perspective, landscape architecture tries to make urban contexts meeting mental and physical 
daily citizens’ requirements through a subjective-objective relationship between human and its life 
environment as well as concentrating on natural elements in designing. The examples implemented 
based on this view share landscape main characteristics including scenic environment, relying upon 
natural factors and being in line with folk culture; however, they provide the foundations for urban 
life and innovative urbanism experience . 

If an urban landscape is studied in term of a semiotic system; then, the city, meanings, relationships, 
and intangible, even hidden dimensions are the signified and urban landscape serves as the signifier. 
Therefore, elements of urban landscape are the signs each signifying particular meaning and content. 
Representing life main features in term of identity is of important significations for citizens (main 
addressees of urban landscape). 

Urbanization and urban life as a vehicle for the realization of modernization in Iran underwent many 
problems; some of these problems are common in the nature of modernity and life of industrial 
communities and almost all communities that somehow experienced some form of it. This paper 
intends to analyze some urban landscapes by the aid of semiotics and to analytically and academically 
explain the implication relationship of the signs with research main problem i.e. identity. This 
knowledge comes in a systemic, analytical form through poetic and sensory perceptions; further, it 
also provides review methods . 
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A city (for instance, Tehran) is established by the result of many components through various 
mediators such as landscape architecture. The question raises here is that according to the analytical 
approach and in comparison to other landscapes, what are the contents (themes) of the landscapes 
indicating the effect of landscape architecture in representing urban reality? Whether the role of 
landscape architecture in identity and life signs recreation may be established in the aforementioned 
significance .  

 2.DEFINITIONS 
- Semiotics: Umberto Eco believes that “semiology is associated to anything viewed as the 

sign” (Chandler, 2003; 3).  The signs imply underlying concepts. In this approach, any text is 
a combination of signs like words, images, sounds, etc. offered to the audience through a 
communication interface . 

- Urban landscape: the major environment the man is facing in its daily life and experiencing 
various life dimensions is urban environment; in addition, what perceived from this 
environment is through perceiving events, images, landscapes and in general, the phenomena 
occurring in the city. “Urban landscape is the interface between man and city phenomena. 
Urban landscape is the means of city emergence and a place for non-physical dimension 
manifestation” (Golkar, 2006; 38). 

It seems that this term was initially generalized as an academic term in Gordon Cullen views 
“Selection of Urban Landscape’. As seen in his deft sketches, the city is represented as a collection of 
artificial factors getting together to build the city and community. Cullen mostly emphasizes on the 
visual characteristics and volumetric and surface combinations from the pedestrian point of view. 
Cullen views, at his age, indicated creating a new understanding of urban domains. Though, this 
comprehension is largely architectural and visual, the term ‘urban landscape’ and his later 
implications were the critical stuff for urban planners and designers. “A style of urban artificial 
decoration work is visited in combination with front lines and rubbles; further, special places are also 
designed for pedestrians away from urban traffic and environmentalists have increased, too. However, 
none of the aforementioned is related to urban landscape. The unfortunate truth is the fashion 
affectation rather than the philosophy of landscape; the environment is still trapped in its small golden 
space far from our mind” (Cullen, and Tabibiyan, 2003; 13). 

Later, the notion of urban landscape evolved in the thoughts of Kevin Lynch and Jack Nasser. The 
important point is the relationship between the man and the landscape; a special form is given to the 
interaction at each step. This interaction is classified as follows: 

1. Perception; Cityscape (objective); Gordon Cullen 

2. Cognition; City image (subjective); Kevin Lynch 

3. Evaluation; city evaluative image; Jack Nasser 

4. Behavior; human behavioral reactions obtained by the three aforementioned . 

In order to avoid confusion in urban landscape and face of the city, it is necessary to mention that 
urban landscape indicates the existing reality i.e. the city is seen by the fact; whereas, city image, 
according to Lynch, comes from city landscape interpretation in the mind of audience. In an eye bird 
view, the general face reveals a common connotation of landscape in the mind of a set of the majority 
of the target audiences. Finally, Lynch objectively depicted the physical forms of urban spaces 
interpreted in the form of face by mapping (e.g. Croquis drawing) (Pakzad; 53, and Abadi, 20). 

If a public space is the objective and subjective manifestation of the public domain; then, the spatial 
crystallization of this domain in cities may be sought in outdoor and public urban contexts, which are 
named, in short, urban space. These spaces, indeed, are the place of collective and public life 
manifestation in cities; therefore, they are of critical significance to the designers, planners and 
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people. Though, the urban space is physically occurred in the openings between buildings, “any 
spatial opening between buildings may not be considered as an urban space; rather, special visual and 
motor communication causes urban space” (Jazayeri, 1999; 1). Furthermore, “urban space is an 
organized, decorated and ordered structure founded as a form for human activities in terms of certain 
and clear rules” (Jazayeri, 1999; 1). 

“Urban space is the main place for the events playing a creative role in connecting the past and the 
present and organizing a creative dialogue between today and tomorrow. Urban area is the traffic 
place between past, present and future. This space contains four main elements of 1. Residents or 
pedestrians; 2. Man-made elements; 3. Relations; 4. Time” (Habibi, Maghsoudi, 2009; 10). 

On the other side, urban landscape is offered in various scales since the addressee encounters the city 
phenomenon in different domains, scales and dimensions. Urban landscapes are investigated in three 
scales of “macro-landscape that studies visual capabilities over city; intermediate scale that deals with 
areas’ potentials, identity and characteristics; and finally, micro-scale that identifies the identity of 
urban image qualities that create urban identity” (Zekavat, 2006; 27). Regarding variety of urban 
landscapes and limitations, this paper more emphasizes on analyzing urban landscapes in micro-scale 
i.e. urban landscapes related to urban spaces. In the analysis process, the domain of ‘public and 
outdoor urban landscape’ consisting of three components of natural heritage, elements and artificial 
spaces, and human activities are considered for more accuracy and scrutiny.  According to the 
semiotics, urban landscape, in this paper, is called a mediator-medium, which is represented in a 
series of signs  . 

- Analysis matrix: this paper analyzes the semiology of sequences of urban landscape for better 
perceiving. For accurate and simple analysis, landscape constituents in the associated 
sequences are classified in a 3×3 matrix. Matrix components include landscape views: 
background, middle ground and foreground; landscape components: man-made spaces and 
elements, human activities, and natural heritage. This matrix classifies sample information 
and prepares them for analysis . 

- Identity: means individuation. It is sometimes referred to an external essence (Keshaf 
Estellahat Al-Fonoon). And sometimes, is referred to individuated nature named partial truth . 

“This similarity to objectivity is the first consequence of authentication. Once the individual senses 
the analogues to the objectivity, it is considered as part of the singular or plural self.  This relationship 
is generally created when it is continuously and repeatedly demonstrated and paired to the individual 
daily life. As a result, the individual not only treats safer and calmer with the aforementioned 
phenomenon with little effort for comprehension, but also it feels comfort, security and self-reliance 
versus the phenomenon. Norberg-Schulz accounts a wider scope for this similarity corresponding to 
being affectionate and accustomed. Memory intensifies this attachment and turns it into fixation as the 
second consequence of authentication. If no more memory is generated and former collective 
memories are also removed; hence, the next generation will be a memory less generation. The 
generation lacking the memory is named a rootless generation” (Pakzad, 1996; 66). 

Therefore, individuation and distinguishing of phenomena from other fellow phenomena (meeting 
local expectations) as well as identifying them from different phenomena (meeting subjective 
expectations) are of authentication requirements; however, in further steps of authentication, 
relaxation, self-reliance versus the phenomenon, getting accustomed and fixation are critically 
important so that the phenomena incompatible to such issues may not be identity oriented in human 
view; or if there is an identity, it is not assigned to the man identity. A phenomenon may lead to 
ominous, poignant, and terrible mind memories; so, clearly no sound man attaches to such 
phenomena. The prerequisite of identity orientation is the continuance and fusion of a phenomenon 
with daily life. The phenomenon must be identified, easily understood, and the complex 
comprehension may not cause lack of peace and self-reliance; however, individual and collective 
memories leading to affection and devotion are the sufficient terms for authentication . 
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All characteristics of the phenomenon are related to the critical properties. Any phenomenon with any 
features, qualities and traits may find such a role in daily life; however, the quality of phenomena, 
urban landscapes and public, outdoor places, here, form the collective memories and roots of social 
life; hence, identity of phenomena and their contribution in life and collective memories requires a 
criterion. This criterion talks about the accustomed phenomena, and the roots made for the 
community; any similarity is not maintained according to this criterion. The criterion reminds that the 
contemporary Iranian man is encountering an outdated and confusing identity in public and outdoor 
places. Unfortunately, according to evidences, the man approves these disrupted roots for its 
collective life .  

3.ANALYSIS METHOD OF SEMIOTICS-BASED URBAN LANDSCAPES  
Ferdinand de Saussure, known as the father of structuralist semiology, maintains two components of 
‘signifier’ and ‘signified’ and a ‘signifying’ role for any sign determining the kind of relationship 
between signifier and signified. Therefore, constituents of urban landscape as communication codes 
each have a form of expression or signifier implying the content or concept. The signs forming urban 
landscape focus on some features by the signifying.  These features establish the place identity (the 
sensed and perceived landscape), which is approved by a daily addressee . 
 

  c  

Figure 1: Structuralist signifying model (De Saussure); credit: Chandler, 2002; 18-19 

Now, it is to see how these signs refer to their meaning. Eco believes that functions of objects in 
architecture have connotations in addition to objective or one-by-one implication through particular 
ideology (Eco, 1997; 87). The interpretation of sign functions in architecture is along with both 
explicit and implicit signifying. Objective (explicit) signifying occurred based on performance, ease, 
and global, impersonal definitions; while, implicit signifying mostly transfers emotions and human 
relations as well as particular ideology” (Nojoumiyan, 2009; 33). 

Eco explained three main codes of architectural elements in architectural semiotics : 

a) technical code 
It indicates technical characteristics; for instance, it refers to technical and engineering 
characteristics for metal structure experts; or Topeka asphalt indicates understandable 
technical characteristics for experts (technical codes are not investigated in this research); 

b) Syntactic codes 
This code, indeed, finds the meaning of the sign in a mixed relationship in comparison to 
other related signs. For instance, a very tall building in a residential area that heavily 
influences skyline tries to demonstrate its dominance over other surrounding buildings and to 
express this significance. This significance along why and how it is significant determines 
many hidden, underlying dimensions of the context ; 

c) Semantic codes 
It concentrates on signification and implicit contents of the sign. Eco divides signification into 
four primitive, implicit (secondary), ideological and social classes.  As earlier mentioned, 
each refers to a meaning from merely pragmatic function to ideological and social meanings. 
Though, Eco disregards the possibility of signification levels in a sign, this paper describes 
the levels of semantic signification in a sign. Something beyond sensory- instinctive 
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perception and even aesthetic and intuitive comprehension is required to acquire more 
implicit signification, which is absolutely dependent on the target audience knowledge of the 
sign’s cultural context . 

The codes provided as signs in architecture by Eco are typically extended in urban landscape such that 
landscape constituents represent semantic, syntactic and technical sign functions. Signs’ significations 
in urban context demonstrate an extended scope of the contents by which the signs are identified by 
the audience. The signifying role of the sign goes on from practical (pragmatic) and instrumental 
functions to implications and symbolic connotations, ideological and social significations. All these 
decoding and recognitions in the audience mind may construct the characteristics enabling 
phenomenon identification and distinguish it from other heterogeneous phenomena (meeting 
subjective expectations) and homogenous phenomena (meeting local phenomena). On the other side, 
signs in urban context suggest people public life style and way of life . 

4.ANALYSIS OF THE EXAMPLES  
In the following, two urban landscapes including combination of mass construction and open space 
(outdoor) are analyzed according to the aforementioned method. The first example (Figure 2) 
represents that the space is characterized with nature-oriented man structures; whereas, in the next 
(Figure 3), the space lacks nature-oriented man structures. The result of this analysis reveals 
implication theme of the aforementioned urban landscapes with the identity factor  . 
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Figure 2: Chahar Bagh Boulevard, Isfahan. Credit: Mehr News Agency 
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Figure 3: Ashrafi Isfahani Street, Tehran. Credit: the researcher 

5.LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS AND SIGNS OF IDENTITY  
On the contrary to Figure 3, examples like Figure 2 shows that in landscapes where nature-oriented 
human structures largely contribute, implications of the existing signs are from human life 
individuation view and enhanced quality in urban domains. Moreover, the properties of such spaces 
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may provide identification through individuation and worth of remembering (Pakzad, 1996). Let see 
where landscape architecture as a mediator in creating urban domains is. 
On one hand, it is known that new urban life is severely challenging; “at present, new environments 
are created disabling to meet new requirements of people; further, advantages of old cities also 
disappeared. Strong and ancient manifestations of past cities, unique places that cannot be replaced, 
buildings, monuments and all historical cities that obviously demonstrate past social life are forgotten 
or disappeared. It seems that human of the modern age is incapable of generating new (fresh) 
equivalents for good aspects of the past (Chermayeff and Alexander, 1997; 38). 

On the other hand, landscape architecture typically emerged involving with new challenges; “most 
traditional methods discussing urban landscapes are expressed within contrasting conditions of the 
19th century. At this time, cities were involving with the issues like high-density buildings, traffic 
infrastructures, and profit from production and development followed by illogical and poor results 
such as traffic, pollution and various forms of social anxieties. Landscape manifested in the forms of 
parks, greenways, rows of trees, walkways and gardens, which were mainly not only subordinated to 
deleterious effects of 19th century urbanism, but also, a refuge and comfort from these harms” 
(Waldheim, 2006; 24). Moreover, innovative approaches call for the integration of landscape 
architecture and urban areas  . 

6. CONCLUSION 
In case of public demand and knowledge, the first requirement of changing urban life, the role of 
various expertise of planning and urban designing is significant as the mediators creating the city. Of 
these expertises, landscape architecture and its innovative approaches focused on nature-oriented 
human structures are given a specific role. This paper showed that landscape architecture based on 
landscape signifies the man’s quality of life. In this regard, the role of landscape architecture emerges 
in recreating life signs and identity in urban landscape through constructing nature-oriented human 
space structures. On the other side, benefiting semiotics in analysis, perception and critique of urban 
landscapes is considered as a merit since it enables the experts as the creators of such spaces to 
systematically criticize and to frequently evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of the projects and to 
try for improvement and enhancing of the created environments . 
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